Robust Face Hallucination via Locality-Constrained Bi-Layer Representation.
Recently, locality-constrained linear coding (LLC) has been drawn great attentions and been widely used in image processing and computer vision tasks. However, the conventional LLC model is always fragile to outliers. In this paper, we present a robust locality-constrained bi-layer representation model to simultaneously hallucinate the face images and suppress noise and outliers with the assistant of a group of training samples. The proposed scheme is not only able to capture the nonlinear manifold structure but also robust to outliers by incorporating a weight vector into the objective function to subtly tune the contribution of each pixel offered in the objective. Furthermore, a high-resolution (HR) layer is employed to compensate the missed information in the low-resolution (LR) space for coding. The use of two layers (the LR layer and the HR layer) is expected to expose the complicated correlation between the LR and HR patch spaces, which helps to obtain the desirable coefficients to reconstruct the final HR face. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art image super-resolution methods in terms of both quantitative measurements and visual effects.